
 

Selected Client Testimonials 
 

Jennie is a wonderful speaking coach! She is incredibly kind, patient, and encouraging. I 
feel much more confident in how I present myself to others, especially those I've just 
met in the formal setting of an interview. Jennie has prepared me with warmup 
exercises to suit any type of mood, whether it be calming down or harnessing nervous 
energy in a positive way. Additionally, I learned effective ways to be more present and 
truly connect with people in interviews. I recommend working with Jennie- she is very 
genuine and truly cares about her students. I look forward to the chance to work with 
her in the future! 

- Willa Meyer 
 
My daughter took 10 acting sessions with Jennie - the first one was in person and the rest 
were over skype which worked perfectly! Jennie started each session with warm-up 
activities to 1) break the ice and 2) to learn how to deal with nervousness 
(breathing/relaxing techniques). Each session consisted of singing and practicing a 
monologue. Jennie suggested a book on monologues and my daughter chose one she 
liked. Each session they worked on expressing the emotion that was being expressed in the 
dialog. They broke down the feelings being portrayed and practiced different ways to 
express the emotions. Jennie was SO supportive of my daughter. Her lessons are going to 
be VERY helpful to my daughter when she goes to try out for the spring musical next year. 
We are planning to sign up for more lessons prior to auditions as a refresher! I highly 
recommend her. 

- Susan Anderson 
 
Jennie was excellent. Very instrumental in prep'ing up my daughter for her competition. Jen 
was very flexible and always adjusted to our varying dates & timings. My daughter loved to 
work with Jen. I would highly recommend Jen!! 

- Abdul Sheik 
 
I have had several lessons with Jennie Bissell in my home. I often give lectures in academic 
settings, and I was hoping to improve the quality and fluency of my speech to a level 
equivalent to top public speakers. Working with Jennie, I made improvements beyond what 
I could have expected. We worked on a variety of breathing and relaxation techniques used 
by professional actors. By focusing on producing speech "on voice" the quality and ease of 
understanding of my speaking increased substantially with immediate benefits. I highly, 
highly recommend her services for anyone interested in improving their public speaking 
skills. 

- EG 


